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ON THE PHONEMIC STATUS OF ENGLISH DIPHTHONGS KENNETH L. PIKE



SUMMER OFLINGUISTICS INSTITUTE



This paper' presents evidence to show that in certain dialects of American Speech-in



'General American'-phonetic



[ii], [u"], [e'], [oU] are not structurally



parallel to [a'], [a], [a'] (or [o']), but that the first group act as phonetically complex single units (single phonemes), whereas the second group function as sequences of two units (two phonemes). Various other writers deny this dichotomy, and treat the two sets as parallel. One approach treats all seven items as single phonemes; Swadesh2 is one of the principal exponents of this analysis. Trager and Bloch,3 on the other hand, consider these diphthongs to constitute sequences of two phonemes each. A symbolization more closely reflecting an analysis like the present one, but without detailed discussion of the problem, is seen in Kenyon's4 material. EVIDENCE FROM THE REACTION OF AMERICAN STUDENTS OF PHONETICS



In the last ten years, with approximately seven hundred students of phonetics in the Summer Institute of Linguistics,5 my colleagues and I have observed the following fact: It is relatively easy to teach these students to notice that [a'] is phonetically composed of two parts-a vowel somewhat similar to the [a] of father and an [I] somewhat similar to the [I] of bit or the [i] of beet; [au] and [a'] act like [a']. Occasionally, to be sure, one of these students will confuse [a'] with a single simple letter 'i' on the analogy of the spelling of bite and the like, but even in these rather rare cases it is quite simple to point out to the student the two phonetic elements in [a']. On the other hand, practically without exception, the students have considerable difficulty in learning to recognize two elements, or a glide, in the [ou] of boat, toe, and similar words. Most of them do so only with considerable effort, by watching for lip movements in a mirror, or by hearing exaggerated slow pronunciations. The diphthongization is hard for them to learn to hear; many of the students never do learn to recognize such diphthongization easily and consistently. A similar situation exists for the [e'] of bait, may, and the like, except that the difficulty is possibly a bit greater because it is harder to see the tongue movements that occur in [e'] than it is to observe the corresponding lip movements in [ou]. For [i'] and [u"]as in beetand boot,even greater difficulty 1 Prepared as part of the work done as Lloyd Post-Doctoral Fellow of the University of Michigan. 2Morris Swadesh, The Vowels of Chicago English, LANG.11.148-51 (1935). Swadesh gives references to similar analyses. 3 G. L. Trager and Bernard Bloch, The Syllabic Phonemes of English, LANG.17.223-46 (1941). 4 J. S. Kenyon, American Pronunciation: a textbook of phonetics for students of English6; Ann Arbor, 1935. 6 Of Glendale, Calif., with academic sessions on the campus of the University of Oklahoma. 151
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exists for the students, presumably because the diphthongization is phonetically less pronounced than for [e'] and [o0]. The few students who have had no difficulty with such diphthongization appear to have been those who took our courses after having had previous phonetic instruction which emphasized the contrast between diphthongized and nondiphthongized vowel types, or who came with a language background in which nondiphthongized vowel types occurred. In general, however, the students quickly learned to hear diphthongization in [a'], [al], [o'], but had to have considerable training to hear it in [e'], [ou], [i'], [u1].



Controlling the pronunciation of the diphthongs brought problems related to those in hearing them. The students could readily be taught to begin with the pronunciation of [a'] (or [au] or[2]) and then to omit the second element so as to obtain a level (nondiphthongized) vowel [a] (or [o]). With [e'] and [oU], however, they had much greater difficulty. Speakers who diphthongized [e'] and [ou] found it awkward to eliminate the vocalic glide of the second part of the diphthong while preserving the phonetic character of the first part. The difficulty of controlling and modifying the diphthongal character of the pronunciation of [e]'land [oU]but not of [a'], [aU],[], helps to establish the fact that native speakers of the dialect react differently to the group[e'], [oUl,[ii], Iuul,and to the group [a'], au],[MI].



Moreover, if we taught students to write bait, boat,beet,bootwith dual symbols or the like), then when they reached 'i 'u,', (or 'ei',



'ey', ow,



'iy', 'uw'



'o,



a field of investigation where the language concerned had nondiphthongized vowel types, they were very likely to write a nondiphthongized [e] or [o] in the same way that they had written their diphthongized English sound of bait or boat. For example, they were likely to write Spanish bebe as 'beybey' even though the Spanish sounds have little or no diphthongization. On the other hand, if the students were taught to write English bait, boat, beet, boot as 'bet', 'bot', 'bit', 'but', then they tended also to write the pure vowels of a foreign language with single letters. Similarly, some of these same students whom we were later able to observe in field work had difficulty in recognizing a sequence of [e] plus [i] in languages where such a sequence contrasts with a pure vowel. They were inclined to write such sequences also in whatever way they had learned to write the English vowels of bait, boat, beet, and boot. For [a'], [au], [o1], the same problem did not exist. Speakers of General American English had little or no difficulty in these foreign languages in recognizing the two parts in a sequence of [a] plus [i] (or 1i]), or of [a] plus [u] (or [u]), or of [o] plus [i] (or [i]). From the difficulty which American students have in hearing the diphthongized but not of [a'], [au], [a'],from their difficulty in learning nature of [e'], [o]l, [ [u11] to produce level nondiphthongized vowels, and from their problems of transfer of transcription to languages with pure and diphthongized vowels, we conclude that in the structure of General American the phonetic sequences of [a'], [a"],
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[i],



The question arises: what are the characteristics of the English structural system that force this difference in students' reaction to the two sets? Are structural data available to support the difference, or is the evidence of the native speaker's reaction invalid, not paralleled by other facts in the language? It appears to me that certain other evidence does exist. Not all kinds of evidence are necessarily conclusive or equally valuable. One kind, howeverthe bearing of intonation upon the problem-does not seem to have come to the attention of persons discussing the question and may be of sufficient weight to make them reconsider their conclusions. EVIDENCEFROMINTONATION



Not all parts of a sentence are spoken with equal speed; some parts of an English sentence are faster than others. Certain of these differences in ratethose which we will consider here-are conditioned by the placement of an intonation contour or contours upon the sentence. The first primary contour6in an utterance begins with the first heavily stressed syllable of that utterance. By a heavily stressed syllable we mean one which in traditional terminology has 'sentence stress', although it need not have that especially strong accentuation which comes with emphatic stress. A lexical stress becomes considerably reduced in intensity if it does not occur as the beginning point of a primary contour. In the sentence The 'gentlemande'sires a 'ticketbut not a reservation 3-



?2- -3 3- ?2-



3



24//



lexical stresses occur on gentleman,desires, ticket,and reservation;sentence stresses occur on ticket, not, and reservation. On ticket and reservation the sentence stresses constitute the beginning of a primary intonation contour and reinforce lexical stresses. On not, the sentence stress occurs on a word which need not be considered to have lexical stress. Gentleman and desires have lexical stresses partially reduced because they are not the beginning of a primary contour. Primary contours begin on the syllables tic-, not, and -va-, as indicated by the degree sign under them, and these primary contours end with the syllables which are connected by hyphens following the degree sign; that is, the first primary contour includes ticket,the third includes -vation, and (as a special case which will not be discussed in detail here) the second is not a. The numbers indicate relative pitch of the voice. Pitch 1 is highest, pitch 4 is lowest, pitches 2 and 3 are intermediate. Syllables which have no number beneath them need not occur on one of these relative levels but are more or less evenly distributed between the pitches preceding and following them. 8 For a full discussion of the parts of American intonation contours and for detailed illustrations, together with definitions of the meanings of these contours and frequency counts of their usage in selected bodies of text, see K. L. Pike, Intonation of American English (University of Michigan Publications in Linguistics, Vol. 1); Ann Arbor, 1945.
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Preceding the first and last primary contours are certain precontour syllables; in this sentence they are the phrases the gentlemandesires a and but not a reser-. Now it is the precontour of the total intonational contour which is the most rapid section.7 Vowels which occur there are pronounced more rapidly than the same vowels when they constitute an entire primary contour. Compare, for example, the difference in rate of [ae]of man in the two sentences following, each of which is marked with emphatic sentence stress, but not with lexical stress. Why the man overtherewon't 'do it! 3



?1- -4//



You say you saw a 'man?! 3-



?2-4-3/



I don't believe it! 3-



?2- -4//



In the first of these sentences man is pronounced rapidly; in the second it is pronounced slowly. If now the types [a'], [aU], [o] and the types [e'], [o"], [Ii], [uu] are placed in a position where they constitute the entire primary contour, both sets appear strongly diphthongized. Note, for example, the diphthongization in the words bike, bout, quoits, bait, boat, meat, and suit in the following intonation contexts. (In each sentence, the last word has the same contour, ?2-4-3/, as the word man in the second of the two sentences above; each sentence can be followed by the sentence I don't believeit!, with the same intonation as noted above.) [at]



You say you bought a 'bike?!



[au] You say you saw the 'bout?! [o'] You say you bought some 'quoits?! [et] You say you paid for the 'bait?! [oU] You say you bought a 'boat?!



[i1] You say you want some 'meat?! [ujU] You say you bought a 'suit?!



The vowels are not quite so long if they constitute only the first part of the primary contour, but nevertheless each type may be heard as diphthongized. Compare: [e'] It's 'bait that I want. 3-



?2



-4//



[a'] It's a 'bike that I want. 3-



?2-



-4//



When, however, these words are found in a rapidly pronounced precontour, it appears8 to me that there is a sharp difference in their phonetic action. The set [a'], [aU], and [o']always retain a strong diphthongization even when they are 7 For references to Classe, who gives instrumental



measurements of these differences,



see Pike, Intonation 38 and 187. In statements of instrumental data, such as that given by C. E. Parmenter and S. N. Trevino, The Length of the Sounds of a Middle Westerner, American Speech 10.129-33 (1935), the intonation is not indicated. Otherwise such studies could be used for checking the statements given here. 8 Here again instrumental



testing is needed.



Such testing would prove valid, however,



only if the sample of speech studied were actually illustrating the intonation structure here portrayed.
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pronouncedrapidly. Note the same set of words in the intonationalprecontours of the followingsentences: [a'] The bike that 'you have is the 'best.9 3-



?2-



4-3 3-



?24//



[aU] The boutfor the 'championship will come next 'month. 3-



?2



-43



3-



?24//



[z'] The boy over 'there is my 'brother. 3?2-4-3 3?2--4// In the set [e'], [o6], [ii], [Fu], however, the diphthongization is sharply diminished



or in some instancespossiblyeven eliminatedwhen the words containingthem become part of the precontour. Note the following sentences. (In reading these sentences aloud, the reader must be sure that the stress on the words bait, boat,meat,and suit is largely or completelyreduced. If he stressesthese words,he will introducea furtherprimarycontour.) [e] The bait is'spoiled. 3-



[o] 'Why ?2-3



(Not: The 'bait is 'spoiled.) 3- ?2- -3-



?2--4//



?2- -4//



does the boat 'leak? 3-



?2-4/



[i] He buys meat for the 'dog here. 3-



?2-3 ?24//



[u] If he tries to buy a suit to'day he'll be disap'pointed. 3-



?2-3



3-



?2--4//



From this evidence we draw the following conclusions. (1) The set [a'], [aU],[a']acts differentlyfromthe set [et],[Fo], [Ii], [u"]in that the first set retains its strongly diphthongal character even in the rapid part of an intonational



contour,while the secondset tends to lose most of its diphthongalcharacterin such a position. (2) In the set [a'], [aU], [o'], each sound is a sequence of two units, of which the second does not disappear even in a rapid pronunciation; but in the set [eI], [ou], [ii], [uu] each sound is structurally a single unit (phonetically complex), which may be modified according to the intonational environment in which it occurs.'0 (3) The difference in students' reactions to the two sets is substantiated by the fact that these sets show different ranges of variation in the degree to which they remain diphthongal in various intonation contours. (4) Since the configurational reality of the difference between the two sets is attested both by the occurrence of different variants in similar con9 This sentence, like some of those given earlier, is of a contrastive type. The same principle holds for other kinds of sentences, provided that the intonation is read as written; but the contrastive type is most likely to be pronounced with the primary contour in the desired place. Note the special attention given to arrive and the lack of stress on bike in the following sentence: [a'] The bike will ar'rive to'morrow. 3 ?2 -3-?2- -4//



Nouns tend to be pronounced with their lexical stress reinforced by sentence stress, except in cases of special attention like this one. 10Some time ago I presented this suggestion to W. F. Twaddell. He thought that instrumental study might be able to establish a significant difference in the range of variation between the two sets: even though neither set becomes actually monosyllabic, one set loses appreciably more of its diphthongization than the other. Compare footnote 15 below.
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texts and by differentnative reactions,it appearsthat the latter type of evidence can be legitimately used to support other evidence for groupingsounds in a linguistic system: namely, the mannerin which speakersof one languagereact to the sounds of a second languagein their attempts to hear, pronounce,and recordthem, is valuable and valid evidence to be consideredin analyzing the phonemic system of the first language. UNDER VARYINGSESS EVIDENCE OM MODIFICATION



CO TIONS



Once such a distinctionhas been establishedfor English by evidence of the kind that has just been presented,it is convenientto state that the intonational conditioningis paralleledby conditioningby stress, or possibly that the two factors of stress and intonation work together to producethe observedresult (inasmuchas the primarycontourincludesa stressedsyllableand the precontour reducesor eliminatesstress or has no lexical stress at all). In a word like obey, for example, where the first vowel is unstressed, the tendency is to lose the



diphthongizationof o-. Diphthongizationof [el], [o]l, [It [fu] tends largely to disappearin unstressedsyllables, but to be retained in the stressed syllables. In the set [a'], [aU],[o'],however,the unstressedsyllablestend to have the diphthongization retained; cf. [aJ'dia]idea. We find, then, some tendency to reduce the diphthongizationin unstressed syllables, and to do so considerably more for [e'],



[oU],



[i], [uif] than for [al],



[a'], [o1]. It is a little difficult,however, to postulatethis as complete conditioned variation by stress, since with an increase of length and a very slight increase of stress the diphthongizationof more or less unstressed[e'],[o'], [I1], [uU]may be considerablyincrased (as in a slow pronunciationof the firstyable of obey). For this reasonit may proveconvenientto handleeven those differenceswhich at firstsight appearto be lexicalas actuallycausd or conditionedby intonation placement, instead of trying to treat them as conditionedvarieties according to stress placement. This possibilityis made more tenable in that intonation placementinvolvesstress placement:aswas seen in the precedingsection, precontourshave either no lexical stressesor only reducedlexical stresses,whereas all primarycontoursbegin with a heavy (i.e. normal)lexical or sentencestress. With this in mind,it might proveeasierto handlethe differencebetween [oUtbe!] and [o'be']as conditionedby the optional variationin the intonation contour, or by an optional variationin the speed of the precontour,rather than (a) as a subphonemicdifferenceconditionedby stress placementor (b) as the optional sunits in sequence[o0]. occurrenceof one soundunit [o]or of two sound This discussionof thestess does not attempt to force a final decision as to whetherreductionof diphthongizationis best handledin terms of conditioning by stress,or by intonation,or possiblyeven by rate, or by a combinationof these a speech characteristics,but itdos add further evidence that there sts in and I[u], Fe'],[U,[fl, [ta] structuraldifferencebetweenthe two sets [a'], Fa"], that the secondhas a much greaterrange of variationin its optional or condi[a1], both parts of the tioned loss of diphthongization. In the set [a'], FaU],
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diphthong must be retained in all places in the intonation contour and under varying stress conditions,"' whereas [e'],[o], [Ii], [uu] are single units which may be phonetically complex or phonetically simple with optional or conditioned fluctuation between the diphthongal and monophthongal varieties. EVIDENCEFROMTHE PHONETICNATURE OF THE SOUNDS Up to this point we have assumed that [e'], [o], [ii], [U] are in General Ameri-



can speech always diphthongized at the beginning of a primary contour. Yet this assumption is not completely valid. In some dialects of General American speech [Ii] and [uu], less commonly also [e'] and [oU]lack this diphthongizationl2 even in stressed position at the beginning point of a primary contour. For [a'], [au], [o1], however, one finds diphthongized varieties in all positions in the sentence.l3 From this we conclude that the phonetic evidence substantiates a significant difference between [a'], [au, [o'] on the one hand, and [e'], [o"], [i'], [uU]on the other, in that some of the latter for many speakers of General American



are seldom or never diphthongized.'4 There may be further physical characteristics'3 differentiating



[e'], [oU], [Ii],



[uU"] from [a'], [aU], [aI]. 11Unless of course both types are completely eliminated by the substitution of an entirely different vowel, as in write [a']: written [i1. 12 Cf. Kenyon 36 and 34; Trager and Bloch, LANG.17.235, fn. 21. 13 We are not here discussing dialects of southeastern American English, where the number and the nature of diphthongs are often different from the situation assumed for this paper. 14 In dialects where the vowel of bet is diphthongized as [e'] or [e], this vowel has a structural similarity with the vowel of bait, [eI]. In such dialects this relationship may be a further reason for treating the two sounds as parallel in phonemic structure also, and for considering each of the phonetic diphthongs to be a single phonemic unit. In such dialects, also, it becomes clear that the first part of the diphthong [et] is not a phoneme [e], since the vowels [e] and [e] contrast as the differentiating characteristics of the diphthongs [et] and [ce]. 15 It is to be hoped that the new approaches through 'Visible Speech' may produce data that will answer some of the problems raised by this article and will test the theories propounded in it. Note, for example, the diphthongs portrayed on p. 82 of G. A. Knopp and H. C. Green, Basic Phonetic Principles of Visible Speech, JASA 18.74-89 (July 1946). For [ai], [oi], [au] there is a shift of direction, quite noticeable, in the middle of the glide from the first to the second part of the diphthong; for [ei] and [ou] the glide is practically continuous. This evidence is of course inadequate, and will be greatly complicated by transitional modifications to and from other sounds. Nevertheless, we venture to propose the following hypothesis: 'Diphthongs' composed of two phonemes tend to show a sharp change of direction in their 'Visible Speech' pattern; but 'diphthongs' comprising single phonemes tendwhen transitional modifications to and from other sounds are discounted-to show a less prominent break. Unfortunately, the Knopp-Green article contains too little evidence to test the changes postulated here for diphthongs in precontours-first, because the range of stress differences is deliberately modified by the recording techniques so as to make weak items legible (Knopp-Green 75), and second because the phrases were not chosen to contrast sounds in different positions of a controlled intonation contour.
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EVIDENCE FROM LEXICAL CONTRASTS



It may be of value to point out further that for [a'] and [aU] one can show



contrasts between a single vowel and a diphthong beginning with the same (or practically the same) vowel. Note the words pa [pa] and pie [pa']; pa [pa] and pout [paUt];raw [ro]and Roy [ro'](or, for speakers who use a higher vowel in the diphthong of Roy, the pair beau [boU] and boy [bo'] or [boUI]). For [e'], [Ii], [uu] such contrasts cannot be obtained.l6 This again seems to point to a difference between [a'], [a=], [o'] on the one hand, and [e'], [oU], [i], [u1] on the



other. *



*



*



*



*



*



*



*



*



In the light of these data, how can one reconcile the fact that other writers, with strong arguments based on the structural distribution of sounds, analyze [e'], [oU], [Ii] [u] as two units instead of one, or [a'], [a"], [o'] as single units?'7



Is there not some phonemic principle, as yet perhaps unstated, which would account for such apparently conflicting conclusions, and which would permit the discovery of some definite unity within the complexity of phonemic structure? It seems to me that such a principle can be found. Phonemes may occur in structural layers, in series of immediate constituents; a close-knit inner layer comprising a sequence of phonemes may act, in a larger structural layer, as a single but phonemically complex unit. If, now, we assume that the reasoning in this paper is substantially correct, /ai/, /au/, /oi/ would be sequences of phonemes in an inner layer, but would serve in larger sequences as (phonemically complex) nuclear units; on the other hand, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/ would constitute single phonemes in the inner layer, and would serve in larger sequences as (phonemically simple) nuclear units somewhat similar in distribution to the complex nuclear units /ai/, /au/, /oi/. In other words, I would agree that Swadesh was partially right in his earlier treatment of [a'] as a unit-provided, however, that the unity of [a'] is described on a higher level of structural sequence than that of phonemes as such; and at the same time I would agree with Trager and Bloch in pointingout various distributional



parallels among the seven nuclear items [e'], [o"], [1i],[u1],



[a'],



[a], [o']-provided that in spite of their all being phonetically complex, the first four are shown by the evidence here presented to be phonemically simple. One should note, furthermore, that within the nuclear unit /ai/, the first and second phonemes of the sequence have distinct functions. The first is the more prominent; it seems to carry (or to be the domain of) the major part of a I



in this statement, since some investigators might suggest the avoid including [6o] parallel raw: row. For my own dialect, such a parallel would assume a phonemic relation [oU] in row-that is, between sounds that are between the [o] in raw and the first part of the phonetically quite different. It appears to me that such an assumption should be avoided wherever possible. '7 The first view is taken by Trager and Bloch (cf. fn. 3), the second by Swadesh, LANG. 11.148-51 (1935). I am informed that Swadesh has now written another article on the same question, with a different conclusion, which is to appear in the same issue of this journal. 16
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significant stress, as in isolate /'aisolet/. The second, on the other hand, is less prominent. Within a complex nucleus the various phonemes need not all have the same function. The phonemic principle suggested here may well find application in other languages.'8 Unfortunately, we still lack some of the criteria needed for the analysis of immediate constituents on the phonemic level; but this limitation does not destroy the fact of structural layers. Rather, it should spur us on to learn how the principle here stated can be uniformly handled by different investigators. 18 Thus in Totonaco a sequence of vowel + glottal stop could be treated as a nuclear sequence of two phonemes which acts, in distribution, frequency, morphology, morphophonemic alternations, and dialect borrowings, much like a single vowel. The interpretation suggested here would seem to account for Aschmann's data (see Herman P. Aschmann, Totonaco Phonemes, IJAL 12.34-43 [1946]),most of which I have checked with his informant. At the same time it would account for the unitary action of the nucleus, while making the treatment of the phonetic data more satisfactory than Aschmann's analysis of [V?] as a single phoneme-a laryngealized vowel. For a detailed analysis of Mazateco from this point of view see K. L. Pike and E. V. Pike, Immediate Constituents of Mazateco Syllables, IJAL 13.78-91 (1947). In this article, various types of symbolism are developed to indicate the structural layers of phonemes; some of these might be adapted to English.
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